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About This Game

Based on the sci-fi short story by Philip K. Dick, The Great C is a cinematic narrative set in the aftermath of an apocalyptic
event. Featuring a thrilling storyline, stunning environments and a powerful soundtrack, the viewer is transported to a desolate

landscape in which the remnants of humanity are ruled by an all-powerful supercomputer known as the Great C. Each year, the
nearby village is forced to send a young person on a pilgrimage to appease the mysterious machine, a journey from which no

one ever returns.

The Great C follows Clare, a young woman who finds her life upended when her fiancé is summoned for this year’s pilgrimage.
Leaving the safe confines of her village, Clare must decide whether to accept the rules of her harsh society or fight against the

oppressive powers that created it.
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The Great C is a sweeping 30+ minute experience, developed from the ground up to push the boundaries of storytelling in VR.

Official selection of the Venice Film Festival.
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Title: The Great C
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Secret Location Inc.
Publisher:
Secret Location Inc.
Release Date: 8 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10 or newer

Processor: Intel i5-4590 / Ryzen 5 1600 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 / AMD Radeon R9 290 or greater

Storage: 25 GB available space

English
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A sequel to a short 2D platformer about a goddess.
The gameplay is almost exactly the same as the previous title, only a little bigger and more polished. This means that the
parrying, on-site upgrade system, and the Megaman-esque gameplay aspects are all still here unchanged.

While playable on it, keyboard controls are only slightly better supported. Instead of being able to rebind keys to actions, you
can only bind the actions to the keys on the screen. For example, you can't assign space bar or another key to "Jump", you have
to assign the "Jump" action to one of the 9 keys that you can only assign to. The same deal is with controllers as well, you can
only assign actions to buttons.
DualShock 4 controllers are natively supported, but if you're using DS4Windows or maybe something else similar, the controls
in-game get weird.

Just like the first game, it's simplistic with its run-n-shoot mechanics. You can shoot almost as fast as you press the button and
there's a recharging "Capacity" bar that drains each time you attack with anything so you're discouraged from spamming attacks.
This was here before, only now this applies to your default attacks as well to prevent the endless, unnecessary spamming.

The screen is still a bit small and constantly running forward without a bit of caution can still be consequential, though less so
than the first game, and the camera still moves pretty slowly when turning around. You can still change the camera speed and
positions, but it's all as slow as before when it moves.
Because of the lighter punishment in running forward without caution, the game overall can be pretty easy; it's possible to run to
the end of most levels without stopping if you know when to jump, shoot, and upgrade, or if you just react fast enough.

There are more stages than in the previous game and they can be cleared pretty fast. They've got their own unique set of
enemies as well as some recycled ones and level designs for each one are as simplistic as before as they're mostly flat with a few
basic platforming sections here & there.
The bosses in the game are unique & simple, and a few from the previous game make a return. Unlike the previous game
though, almost all of the bosses actually move around instead of remain in the same X-axis for the entirety of their fights. They
also have no collision unless it's from certain attacks, meaning you can walk through them without harm, making many fights
way easier than they ought to be. For a few bosses, using that advantage may be one of the only tactics against a particular attack
of theirs to prevent you from taking damage.
There are 3 sets of stages\/bosses in the game; 8 are available from the start, 4 more become available after the first 8 are
cleared, and the last appears when those 4 are done. The last stage is a boss rush of the first 8 followed by the final boss after
they're all done.
You acquire a boss' "Technical Skill" when you beat them, but this only applies to the first 8. They can be useful against specific
bosses Mega Man style and in the stages themselves, but I rarely found myself using them there. One Skill in particular is an
offensive dash with i-frames that activate as soon as the Skill itself activates. It makes for a great defensive option if upgraded
and\/or if other methods like basic dodging & parrying aren't going pretty well.

Parrying, or "Blocking", is still difficult to pull off, but is just as rewarding if you do it right intentionally; speed & precision is
still required to negate the damage coming towards you. You press left or right just as an attack of some kind is about to hit you,
however it can sometimes be pretty tough to determine when & where exactly the hitboxes collide.

"Tres" is still both the currency and fuel for filling up the Enhancement Slot bar, your Gradius-style on-site upgrade system at
the bottom of the screen.
There aren't many new upgrades compared to the previous game and only very few are any practical. The same goes for
upgrading the same "upgrade" more than necessary; for example, upgrading "Speed" too much may make your movement speed
harder to control, and too many upgrades to the slot that makes your attacks cover a broader range is highly unnecessary because
almost all of the enemies in the game are in front of you or are just slightly above your default line of sight.
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Like before, there's an upgrade shop of sorts in the stage select screen, only it's much bigger than before. You can buy various
items and upgrades for a variety of selections such as the upgrades themselves in-game, your stats, and "Technical Skills".
Because of how short the game is, there's a good chance you won't purchase everything in the shop before the game's actually
beaten unless you decide to grind for them, which won't reward you with anything in the end.

Within each stage\u2014save for the very last\u2014there are 4 hidden collectibles, "Pure Syega". They're invisible, but they
give off a subtle sparkle which you can either shoot or touch to reveal them. Their primary use is to be special currency for
upgrades in the shop, but there's a good chance not all of them will be used at all as many upgrades aren't necessary.

Like the first game, you unlock Lunatic difficulty once you beat the game for the first time. It's a huge difficulty increase
compared to what was already available as attacks for almost every enemy with an actual attack changes in some way and
enemies\u2014especially bosses\u2014take more shots to beat regardless of your upgrades.

Replayability is relied on the in-game achievements that are tied to the Steam achievements, and two new characters that
become available to you after the game's done; they're both from the first game and only one of them is of any real relevance to
the rest of the game. The irrelevant one was pretty much just included in the game for appearance's sake as she doesn't have her
own storyline or voice even. The one with the voice and storyline though plays pretty differently and she can be overpowered
thanks to an in-game upgrade you can purchase that maximizes the rest of her upgrades in-game automatically.

The game's plot is pretty simplistic and doesn't really tie-in to the first game all that hard, so outside of familiarity's and
numerical continuity's sake, you don't really have to play the first one.
Playthroughs are very short so replayability and the achievements in-game are relied on for extensive play times. It's double the
price of the first game, though it is bigger and a bit more refined than that of the first game.. This game would be okay If we
were still living in the year 1997. But we don´t, so just walk along.. very glitchy at its release. after awhile i cannot make my
dwarves do anything. if it isnt acting up in game its crashing the rest of the time. wouldnt recommend it until they get more bugs
figured out.. This is game is so cute and fun!. My Maine Coon approves.
He also told me that you can go MEOW yourself if you don't like the game.
Yes, he's the savage kind, the one that would MEOW your MEOW up.
You've been MEOWED, erhm warned, sorry.. You literally just get the tiles shown in the picture. Unless that just happens to be
EXACTLY what you're looking for, I wouldn't recommend it.
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imma sum this up in a few words - WE ARE THE RESISTANCE. meh

3/10. It is a nice puzzle game with little bit of precision. I found myself stuck a few times because I tried to think too much
outside the box. Can't wait for the multiplayer.. 4% of people who buy this game beat the default action campaign.

Let that sink in.. I am reviewing the 3 games, since i played the 3 of them in a row for the story.
Actually, i played Dreamfall i guess in 2008, and i absolutely loved the game even before playing the first one.

Dreamfall follows the events of The Longest Journey, but it is not exactly a sequel, since it introduces a new plot with new
things happening (Chapters is actually a sequel to Dreamfall, thinking this way).

So, Dreamfall itself and alone is not that great. I must say i liked the game a lot anyway, but the story is not so consistent as the
first one, so must insist on saying that you plaay the 3 games in a row, then it will become much better, because you'll know
more the characters and Chapters will answer almost everything.

Dreamfall actually differs a lot form TLJ in the way of the story, since for me it gets more personal. It talks more about the
characters, the quest is not some epic adventure but something more centered in the relationship about everyone. Of course, Zoe
do embark on her journey to save the world, but it is not epic at all. She doesn't fight evil wizards, visit the bottom of the ocean
or talk with different types of creatures. TLJ feels a lot better probably because of it's epicness, but i still give Dreamfall it's
points because it is good in it's own way.

About story and plot, it introduces us into a great scheme against the wellness of the 2 worlds, but it finishes it leaving questions
(hence why i said you should play the 3 games). It follows the same way TLJ starts, but then you don't control only one
character, and also lots of things start happening, so it becomes difficult to actually name a main plot and define it. Because
everything is part of the plot. So it may look confusing and weak for most people...
This divided story is positive for me, i like how it is separated to show different parts of the worlds through different eyes.

Again, everything is voiced and we do have the thoughts of the characters about the world, though not so extensive as it was in
TLJ. April had a lot more enthusiasm than Zoe and also talked much more, probably a reason why some people may not like
Zoe that much. But i did like Zoe, i did like her voice acting and way of talking.
Again, they were succesful in creating characters that have personality, and the world doesn't feel like it centers only in the main
character like a lot of other games.

The puzzles on this game are very easy compared to TLJ, but it also is now 3D and not entirely point-click. The game now
approaches a more story driven pace than before, not wanting you to waste time trying to figure somthing out. This may please
some and not others, but it doesn't mean that it is better or worse (actually, when you remember the paint shaking machine from
TLJ, you may say it was for the best). So, puzzles now are to be solved locally, and you don't have to walk around the entire
game with items you don't know if you'll need to use or not.
And they really got some different ones, even! The cave where you have to listen to the creatures singing? Hey, that was very
interesting.

The exploring part, where you need to click things to interact and hear the character thoughts about them, are not really the best.
You need to click with the right mouse button to scan the area...
But you can play the game with mouse or keyboard, and change how the camera works. It was enjoyable having to use the
mouse only to scan the surroundings.

Eer... well... the combat... (sigh). Yes, you have to fight sometimes. And it is a bit frustrating.
But you can win them, just try again! You can do it!
(no, they are not good. Not much else to say, i think this is the worst part of the game, glad they removed them from Chapters
lol)

About graphics, they are not the best but work well. I must say that graphics will only be an issue if they affect gameplay or
story in some way. If not, then they shouldn't matter (like poor textures and meshes, clipping things and etc).

So, overall, Dreamfall is a good game on it's own, but A LOT better when played as the second part of 3. It is very atmospheric,
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very very movie like and at least I had lots of fun playing it.

Of course, i recomend it. Absolutely.
Again, as said in TLJ review, i think everyone should play The Longest Journey-Dreamfall saga once in their lives.

Daemonical Release on August the 15th! New Trailer is Out!:

Hey everyone,

we just announced that Daemonical will be released on Steam on 15th of August! Spread the word!

The pricing will be $14.99, €12.99, £10.99.

Here is our release trailer:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLi2VIoHYqg

All our alpha testers get to keep their copies of the game! Thank you for all of your help and support guys.

For any additional info, join us on discord: https://discord.gg/fearem

Do you like the trailer? Let us know!. Dev Blog Unsolved Stories Community Hub:
In the Unsolved Stories Community Hub Artwork page, you can see the places to add in the updates.. Patch notes 4 February
2019:
Set bSmoothFrameRate back on by default, which locks the frame rate at 62 fps and may cause screen tearing on some video
cards. Did this in order to avoid runaway function calls.

Stopped re-sorting squad leader popups. They had been getting sorted on every tick, which really wasn't necessary. I reduced it
to once a second, and then got rid of it entirely.

Fixed skill level-up cards. Blades, heavy weapons, marksmanship, healing, spellcraft, and control cards now add to those skills
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as intended.

Possibly fixed issues with pawns disappearing for no apparent reason. I think they were getting teleported or the ground under
their feet disappeared and they probably fell out of world and were destroyed. I changed the behavior to teleport them back to a
default position instead of destroying them.

Possibly fixed issue that was preventing pawns from returning to their desired locations, which sometimes ended up with them
in the void. Now the game will keep retrying the teleport in circles of increasing distance from the desired location.

Possibly fixed issue where characters would get hung up on obstacles during battle and couldn't return to their lances and
teleporting them failed.

Equipment optimization button now working as intended for optimizing leadership and defense.

Lances with negative leadership no longer get disbanded or have leaders separated from the lance.

Increased scrolling speed in inventories.

Improved support for non 16:9 aspect ratio monitors.

Resized tooltip window so text does not get cut off.

Added NPC to night time denizens of Ramliyah and Ellismuir.

Edit: Also added ability to load the Autosave from both the start menu and the pause menu.

Fixed some broken level transitions, changed music inside the pyramid gate. Darkened the sand in the desert so it's not so
blindingly bright, and you should be able to see the movement decals on it better.. 8/28 Update - Now with Cheevos:
New update! Now with achievements.

For the next update, the plan is starting the changes to the various Paladin bosses. Maybe also getting in trading cards and Steam
emoticons, along with any other changes that go in.

List of Changes. Online Multiplayer is LIVE!!!:
After some initial delay, the moment we've been waiting for is here: Online Multiplayer is now live on Steam versions of the
game! Grab some folks, create a room, and challenge some friends to a race! Test your driving skills in awesome and adrenaline
pumping 8 player races.

Want to be the most fearsome smuggler around? Follow these tips and you'll be leading the pack:

Drift Boost! - Master the art of the Drift Boost to nail those tight turns and gain that extra thrust to steal the lead.

Slipstream when they're ahead to get ahead! - Hang directly behind your opponent to get an extra burst of speed for a
short amount of time!

Mines are bad, unless they're good. - While they also damage you, mines will throw you forward on contact! Use them to
your advantage if you've got the durability to spare.

Strafe! Strafe! Strafe! - Strafing is your friend, and can give you the edge in any tight turn or when facing multiple
hovercrafts at once. Hovercraft handling is key when racing, so make sure you've got full control of your hovercraft
during a race!
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See you all on the Sideways!

. New Update 2.8.0::
2.8.0 (new):
-Improvement.
-Bug fixes.

2.7.0:
-Improvement.
-Bug fixes.

2.6.6:
-Bug fixes and improvements.

2.6.5:
-Fix keys delay.
-Bug fixes and stability improvements.

2.6.1:
-Fix fullscreen problem
-Bug fixes

2.6.0:
-Improve the introduction of the game.
-Bug fixes.
-Add graphics levels for weaker computers (Fantastic - Good - Fast).
-Performance improvements.
-Fix small problems.

2.5.9:
-Performance improvements.
-Bug fixes.

Last Update:
-Add Linux platform.
-Performance improvements.
-Bug fixes.

Old Update:
-Change the dual screen to triple screen.
-Bug fixes and stability improvements.
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